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In the present study, seven novel explosive molecules (nitroimidazoles) have been investigated for laser induced breakdown (LIB) spectral signatures of molecular and atomic species in air and argon atmospheres utilizing both femtosecond (fs) and nanosecond (ns) laser pulse excitation. The molecular emissions were observed to be stronger in the fs spectra whereas atomic emissions were prominent in the ns spectra recorded in both air and argon atmospheres. The C2 Swan band was strongest in an argon atmosphere while the CN violet band was strongest in ambient environment. The LIB spectra were analysed for understanding (a) the influence of molecular structure i.e. type of bonds (C=C, C=C, C=N and C≡N) on atomic (C, H, N and O) and molecular (CN, C2 and NH) emissions, (b) effect of surrounding atmosphere on the fs and ns LIB spectra, (c) correlation between stoichiometric and intensity ratios of molecular as well as atomic species, (d) effect of the number of substituents and their position in the ring on the fragmentation pathways and (e) correlation between oxygen balance and LIB spectra. Furthermore, time resolved spectroscopic studies of the plasma induced by fs and ns laser pulses have been carried out to understand the temporal evolution and possible reaction mechanisms of various molecular species. An attempt has been made to correlate the spectral emission with the chemical structure for this series of energetic materials. Our detailed studies and analyses clearly suggest that the atomization/fragmentation ratio could serve as a performance metric for high energy materials.

1. Introduction

Over the last decade, there has been remarkable interest in exploring laser based techniques, such as laser induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS), Raman, terahertz, and photo-acoustic techniques etc. for the detection of hazardous materials including explosives. The major aim here is to achieve unambiguous detection of trace explosive molecules with the ultimate goal of standoff detection capability for trace molecules. The LIBS technique, which has been successfully employed for elemental analysis of a wide range of materials, is one of the potential techniques for the detection of explosives due to its standoff detection capability along with its ability to detect ppm (parts per million) concentrations in real time. In recent studies, LIBS in combination with several chemometric approaches has been employed for detection/discrimination/identification of explosive molecules, land mines, chemical and biological warfare agent stimulants on various surfaces including polymers, metals etc. Moreover, the standoff detection capability of man-portable LIBS systems has also been demonstrated by several research groups. A single-shot standoff LIBS for the detection of energetic materials at distances up to 45 m has also been efficaciously demonstrated. In other fields such as lithography, micromachining, and medical applications the pre-eminence of fs pulse usage over ns pulses has been indisputably established. However, there are certain issues that need to be addressed for application of LIBS for the detection and discrimination of explosive materials with high success rate for on-field applications. Traditionally LIBS experiments have been performed with nanosecond (ns) pulses. Several modifications such as double pulse LIBS and LIBS studies employing femtosecond (fs) pulses have been shown to provide certain advantages for exploring various classes of materials including explosives. The characteristics of the laser induced plasma (LIP) are found to depend strongly on the laser parameters such as pulse width, pulse energy, pulse repetition rate, and laser irradiance as well as the surrounding atmosphere. Femtosecond pulses offer several advantages in LIBS applications such as (a) low fluence
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threshold, (b) precise interrogation with the material, (c) efficient ablation, (d) lower continuum emission and (e) competency of traveling few kilometres of distance through the filamentation process. In fact there are a few studies reported on filament induced LIBS wherein they demonstrate that the pulses need not be focused to obtain the LIB spectra. Furthermore, a small amount of ablated mass (as in the case of fs-LIBS) is an advantage when analyzing unique samples. The relatively lower plasma temperature in the fs-LIBS also favours the formation of molecular species such as CN and C₂ in explosives and related materials. Our earlier LIBS studies on a series of energetic molecules clearly suggested the difference in molecular signatures in LIBS data obtained with fs pulses. Moreover, matrix effects are found to be detrimental in determining traces of explosive molecules on different substrates(e.g. paper, metal, polymer, leather, etc.). A deeper understanding of the interaction of fs pulses with material surfaces, atmospheric contribution, focusing conditions, etc. is, therefore, essential to further the application of the fs-LIBS technique. The most prevalent peaks in the LIB spectra of organic explosive related compounds (ERCs) are from the elemental constituents, such as C, H, O, and N and molecular emissions from CN and C₂ species. Weaker emissions corresponding to CH, NH, and OH species have also been reported. Many of the intermediates generated during the ablation process are not detected by optical emission either due to their short lifetimes or due to emissions beyond the detection range of the spectrometer. It is extremely difficult to ascertain the origin of molecular emissions i.e. whether the species are released directly from native bonds by way of fragmentation or are generated as a result of recombination with ambient constituents. The plasma produced by ns-LIB is assumed to be in a state of local thermodynamic equilibrium and is characterized by an excitation temperature (typically ~9000 K) and electron number density (~1.5 \times 10^{16} \text{ cm}^{-3}) sufficiently high for sustaining the collisional processes. This gives rise to a significant population of molecules in dissociative states which in turn opens up many fragmentation/dissociative pathways. As the plasma expands these species, created in the breakdown zone, recombine with the surrounding atmospheric constituents to yield new species. Despite plethora of reactions taking place in the organic plasma, the emission spectra of the ERCs recorded in a narrow detection window (~800 ns) are seemingly alike.

Extensive time-resolved studies on expansion dynamics of graphite plume demonstrated the temporal evolution of fast and slow components of C₂ emission. The slow component was assigned to dissociative processes (with long duration C₂ Swan emission) whereas the fast component arose from recombination processes (within a narrow temporal window). Recently, laser ablation molecular isotopic spectroscopic (LAMIS) studies have also indicated that generation of CN either involves atomic carbon or a species with a single carbon atom. The data obtained from a homologous series of nitro toluenes, mono-, di- and tri-nitro toluene, suggested that C₂ originated from unsubstituted carbon atoms in the ring. A recent study with 4-nitro aniline and 4-nitro toluene has also established a correlation between the striationometry of the compound and the corresponding emission intensities. Several groups have presented various kinetic models to describe the formation of molecular emission and have monitored the relative intensities of the atomic C/H/N/O emissions lines towards discrimination of different molecules. Hermann et al. have modelled the local thermal equilibrium plasma for the analysis of gas-phase reactions. Vivien et al. employed a time- and space-resolved optical emission spectroscopic technique to investigate the kinetics of excited plasma species C₂, CN and N₂ generated by an excimer laser ablation of a graphite sample in a low-pressure N₂ atmosphere. These studies have led to a better understanding of the gas-phase reactions during the thin film deposition.

Despite numerous studies and the availability of huge data on discrimination and identification of ERCs, there is no clear understanding of the influence of molecular structure (for e.g., the nature, position and number of substituent groups) on the optical emission spectra. An exhaustive understanding of the fs and ns LIBS data correlating with the molecular structure and surrounding environment is indispensable keeping in view the impending applications of LIBS for the detection of explosives. The knowledge of atmospheric contribution to the LIBS data is indispensable for on-field/practical applications. In this work we present the results from LIBS studies of seven different molecules belonging to a family of ERCs (nitroimidazoles), carried out under different environmental conditions (air, argon) and pulse durations (fs and ns pulses). Nitroimidazoles have been used in medicines as antibiotic drugs, radio sensitizers and recently as explosives. Imidazole derivatives with more than two nitro groups, particularly 2,4-dinitro imidazole (2,4-DNIm), are potential candidates for civil and military applications due to its good thermal stability, impact and shock insensitivity, better performance, and economic and environmentally friendly synthesis. The nitroimidazoles presented in this study were synthesized and characterized in our laboratory. The LIB spectra were analysed for understanding (a) the influence of molecular structure i.e. type of bonds (C=C, C≡C, C=N and C≡N) on the atomic and molecular emissions, (b) effect of surrounding atmosphere on the fs and ns LIB spectra, (c) correlation between stoichiometric and intensity ratios of molecular and atomic species, (d) effect of the number of substituents and their position in the ring on the fragmentation pathways and (e) correlation between oxygen balance and LIB spectra. Furthermore, time resolved spectroscopic studies of the plasma induced by fs and ns laser pulses have been carried out to understand the temporal evolution and possible reaction mechanisms of various molecular species. We have attempted to correlate the spectral emission data with the chemical structure for this series of energetic materials.

2. Experimental set-up

The fs LIBS data were recorded with two different 1 kHz fs laser systems located in two different labs (ACRHREM, University of Hyderabad, Hyderabad and BARC, Mumbai). In general, the fs laser system comprises of a Ti:sapphire oscillator, a chirped pulse regenerative amplifier and a grating compressor. In both
the LIBS experiments, the laser pulses with a duration of \(\sim 50\) fs, delivering \(\sim 1\) mJ energy at a central wavelength of 800 nm were used. The pulse-to-pulse energy fluctuation of the input laser pulses was \(\sim 5\%\). Plasma for LIBS analysis was generated by focussing the 1 mJ pulse energy onto the surface of the sample pellets using a plano-convex lens of focal length 100 mm. The estimated beam diameter at focus was \(12 \pm 3\) \(\mu\)m. The samples were mounted on a motorized Y-Z translational stage which is interfaced to LabVIEW and provided automated sample translation during data acquisition. This ensures that a fresh area of the sample was always investigated. Collection of plasma emission in both the experimental setups was performed with a collimator fibre coupled to an Echelle grating spectrograph (Andor Mechelle ME5000) and detected by using a thermoelectric cooled ICCD (Andor DH734-18mm-CCI-01U). The ICCD provided a spectral coverage from 200–900 nm with 0.1 nm wavelength resolution. The ICCD was gated in synchronization with the fs laser pulses to achieve a good signal to noise ratio (S/N). The gate delay, gate width and the detection system were computer controlled through a digital delay generator embedded in the ICCD. The experiments aimed at understanding the influence of atmosphere (air versus argon) were carried out at ACRHEM. Argon gas flow was directed through a nozzle onto the sample surface at the point of laser impact.

The ns LIBS data were recorded at ACRHEM and the details of the experimental setup are discussed in our previous studies.\(^{59,50}\) A Q-switched pulsed Nd-YAG laser system (SpitLight 1200, Innolas) delivering ns pulses of wavelength at 532 nm with a pulse duration of \(\sim 7\) ns and a repetition rate at 10 Hz was used. The typical pulse energy used in our experiments was \(\sim 25\) mJ. The ns laser pulses were focused on the target sample with a plano-convex quartz lens with a focal length of 100 mm.

The fs-LIB spectra of all nitroimidazoles were recorded in air and argon atmospheres using a gate delay of 100 ns and a gate width of 800 ns. The ns-LIB spectra were recorded in air and argon atmospheres with a gate delay of 1100 ns and a gate width of 10 \(\mu\)s. For time resolved fs-LIBS studies, a gate width of 50 ns and a step size of 50 ns were employed following an initial gate delay of 90 ns up to 590 ns. In the ns case, a series of time resolved spectra were recorded with a gate delay of 500 ns, a gate width of 500 ns, and a step size of 500 ns up to 5000 ns in both air and argon atmospheres.

### 3. Sample preparation

Seven novel ERCs are being studied for comparison of fs and ns spectral signatures in air and argon atmospheres. These ERCs are (a) imidazole, Im \((\text{C}_2\text{H}_3\text{N}_2)\) (b) 4-nitroimidazole, 4-NIm \((\text{C}_2\text{H}_4\text{N}_3\text{O}_2)\) (c) 1,4-dinitroimidazole, 1,4-DNIm \((\text{C}_2\text{H}_4\text{N}_4\text{O}_4)\) (d) 2,4-dinitroimidazole, 2,4-DNIm \((\text{C}_2\text{H}_4\text{N}_4\text{O}_4)\) (e) 1-methyl-4-nitroimidazole, 1M-4NIm \((\text{C}_2\text{H}_5\text{N}_4\text{O}_4)\) (f) 2-methyl-4(5)-nitroimidazole, 2M-4(5)-NIm \((\text{C}_2\text{H}_6\text{N}_5\text{O}_4)\) and (g) 1-methyl-2,4-dinitroimidazole, 1M-2,4-DNIm \((\text{C}_2\text{H}_6\text{N}_5\text{O}_4)\). All the samples were prepared as pellets using a manual hydraulic press (4–6 metric tonnes of pressure and 3–4 minutes duration) with a diameter of \(\sim 12\) mm and weight ranging from 600 to 800 mg with a thickness of 2–3 mm.

### 4. Results and discussion

#### 4.1 fs and ns-LIB spectral signatures in air and argon atmospheres

The fs-LIB spectra of imidazole recorded in air is shown in Fig. 1a. The LIB emission spectra evidently are dominated by molecular emission bands corresponding to CN and C\(_2\). The CN molecular bands corresponding to \(\Delta\nu\) values of \(-1, 0, 1\) were observed at 357–360 nm, 384–389 nm and 414–423 nm, respectively. Amongst these, the molecular emission at 388.32 nm corresponding to the CN violet band (\(B^2\Sigma^+ \rightarrow X^2\Sigma^+\) \((\Delta\nu = 0\) sequence)) was the strongest. C\(_2\) molecular bands corresponding to \(\Delta\nu = -1, 0\) and \(+1\) transitions were located in the spectral regions of 460–475 nm, 510–520 nm and 550–565 nm, respectively. The strongest C\(_2\) emission was observed for the Swan band (\(D^3\Pi; \Sigma^+ \rightarrow a^3\Pi\)) at 516.52 nm \((\Delta\nu = 0\) sequence). The atomic emissions corresponding to the elemental constituents C(i) \((247.86\) nm), H\(_a\) \((656.33\) nm), O(i) \((777.42\) nm), N(i) triplet lines \((742.46\) nm, 744.28 nm, 746.85 nm), and N \((868.23\) nm) are relatively weaker. The ns-LIB spectra (Fig. 1a) demonstrated additional features such as unresolved O(i) triplet lines \((777.23\) nm, 777.42 nm and 777.51 nm), N(i) emission lines at 818.49 nm, 818.79 nm, 821.04 nm, 821.69 nm, 824.50 nm and 863.18 nm along with weaker atomic emissions of Ca(i), Na(i) and Fe(i), which possibly were from the sample impurities assimilated during the pellet preparation. The overall signal levels in fs spectra were superior to those in the ns spectra. Fig. 1b

![Fig. 1 Comparison of LIB spectra of imidazole (Im) obtained with fs and ns excitations in (a) air and (b) argon atmospheres. A gate delay of 100 ns and gate width of 800 ns at 1 mJ energy were used in the fs case while in the ns case the delay was 1100 ns, gate width was 10 \(\mu\)s and input pulse energy was \(\sim 25\) mJ. Each spectrum is a resultant of average of five independent measurements.](image-url)
shows the fs and ns-LIB spectra of imidazole recorded in an argon atmosphere. In addition to the spectral features discussed above, Ar(I) atomic emission lines were observed at 696.61 nm and in the spectral region of 750 nm to 850 nm. The details of the peaks observed in fs and ns LIB spectra of seven nitroimidazoles recorded in air and argon atmospheres are summarized in Table 1. Strong CN molecular emissions corresponding to different vibrational transitions (Δυ = −1, 0 and +1) are observed for all these compounds whereas C2 molecular bands have been observed only for Im, 4-NIm, 1M-4NIm and 2M-4(5)-NIm. The dinitroimidazole (1,4-DNIm, 2,4-DNIm and 1M-2,4-DNIm) spectra exhibited very weak C2 emissions [see ESI Fig. 1–3†]. The corresponding bar graph (data presented in Fig. 2) shows variation in intensity distribution thus indicating the feasibility of qualitatively distinguishing different compounds. Hence, it is of interest to study any correlation that exists between the emission intensities and the chemical structure of these molecules (ESI Fig. 4†).

### 4.2 Correlation between atom percent (C, H, N and O), stoichiometric ratios and corresponding atomic emission intensities (ratios)

We have attempted to study the degree of correlation between the atomic spectral lines of carbon (247.86 nm), Hα (656.32 nm), oxygen (777.42 nm) and nitrogen (868.23 nm) and also the molecular emissions of CN (388.32 nm) and C2 (516.52 nm) using fs LIBS data recorded in air and argon atmospheres.

Table 1 shows the percentages of elemental constituents (C, H, N and O), bonds (C–C, C≡C, C–N and C≡N) and oxygen balance (OB) values for all the imidazoles studied (ESI Table 1†). The

### Table 1  Wavelengths of molecular (CN, C2 and NH) and atomic (C, H, O, Na, Fe and Ar) emissions observed in LIB spectra of seven nitroimidazoles in air and argon atmospheres with fs and ns excitations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Emission lines (nm) in femtosecond LIB spectra</th>
<th>Emission lines (nm) in nanosecond LIB spectra</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CN</td>
<td>388.32, 387.12, 386.17, 385.5, 385.11 (Δυ = 0);</td>
<td>388.32, 387.12, 386.15, 385.44, 385.01 (Δυ = 0);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>359.05, 358.54, 358.36, 356.04 (Δυ = −1);</td>
<td>359.01, 358.37, 358.38 (Δυ = −1);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>421.6, 419.66, 418.52, 418.01, 416.78, 415.83 (Δυ = +1)</td>
<td>422.67, 421.58, 419.69, 418.06, 416.72, 415.78 (Δυ = +1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>516.52, 512.87 (Δυ = 0), 473.66, 471.5, 469.67, 468.45, 467.82 (Δυ = −1);</td>
<td>516.52, 512.9 (Δυ = 0); 473.59, 471.49, 469.69, 468.45, 467.84 (Δυ = −1);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>563.48, 558.51, 554.04, 545.22, 544.61 (Δυ = +1)</td>
<td>563.48, 558.51, 554.1 (Δυ = +1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH</td>
<td>336.00</td>
<td>Not observed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C &amp; H</td>
<td>247.86 &amp; 656.24</td>
<td>247.88 &amp; 656.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>777.42</td>
<td>777.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>868.23, 742.41, 744.38, 746.89 (triplet)</td>
<td>868.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ca I, II</td>
<td>393.36 (Ca I)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe I, II</td>
<td>Fe I (306.32, 589.05, 589.64)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na I, II</td>
<td>Na II (309.98, 309.64, 308.99)</td>
<td>Na II (309.98, 309.64, 308.99), (Na I) (388.99, 589.99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argon lines</td>
<td>Ar II (696.61), Ar I (738.52, 763.72, 794.81, 801.68, 811.63, 826.46, 840.93, 842.67)</td>
<td>Ar II (696.65), Ar I (738.55, 750.52, 751.62, 763.74, 772.54, 801.65, 810.50, 811.69, 826.67, 840.98, 842.56)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 shows the percentages of elemental constituents (C, H, N and O), bonds (C=C, C≡C, C–N and C≡N) and oxygen balance (OB) values for all the nitroimidazoles studied (ESI Table 1†). The
percentage of atomic elements (C, H, N and O) and bond type (C=C, C–C, C–N and C≡N) were calculated from the molecular formula \((\text{CaHbNcOd})\) of the compound using the equations:

\[
\text{% element} = \frac{\text{number of element atoms present in the molecule}}{\text{total number of atoms present in the molecule}} \times 100
\]

\[
\text{(1a)}
\]

\[
\text{% bond} = \frac{\text{number of particular bonds present in the molecule}}{\text{total number of bonds present in the molecule}} \times 100
\]

\[
\text{(1b)}
\]

When the % for every element in the compound is added together, the result will be 100. Percentages of all atomic elements and bond types were measured by this simple method for all the nitroimidazoles studied. The correlation was performed by estimating the linear regression coefficient \((r^2)\) values. Fig. 3a–g depict the correlation data between stoichiometric values \((i.e. \% \text{ O, H, N and C})\) and the atomic emission intensities for each sample with fs excitation in argon and air atmospheres. The correlation of O emission intensity in air with \(\% \text{O atom}\) \([\text{Fig. 3a}]\) was poor \((r^2 = 0.62)\) and it did not show any improvement in an argon atmosphere \((r^2 = 0.60)\), Fig. 3b\]. However, by using normalized intensity as suggested by Lucia et al., we observed a significant improvement in the correlation \((r^2 = 0.86)\), Fig. 3c\]. The atomic emission lines of interest are normalised with another atomic emission line of an internal standard (in this case argon) in order to minimize the differences in laser-material interactions. Ideally, the atomic lines so chosen should have similar upper energy levels and closely located emission wavelengths for best normalization. It may be

Table 2  OB, % of atoms (C, H, O and N), % of C–C, C=C, C–N and C≡N bonds of all nitroimidazoles with their structure and molecular formula

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>OB</th>
<th>%C</th>
<th>%H</th>
<th>%N</th>
<th>%O</th>
<th>%C–C</th>
<th>%C=C</th>
<th>%C–N</th>
<th>%C≡N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Imidazole ((\text{C}_3\text{H}_4\text{N}_2))</td>
<td></td>
<td>-188.01</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-NIm ((\text{C}_3\text{H}_3\text{N}_3\text{O}_2))</td>
<td></td>
<td>-77.83</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,4-DNIm ((\text{C}_3\text{H}_2\text{N}_4\text{O}_4))</td>
<td></td>
<td>-30.37</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,4-DNIm ((\text{C}_3\text{H}_2\text{N}_4\text{O}_4))</td>
<td></td>
<td>-30.37</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1M-4NIm ((\text{C}_4\text{H}_5\text{N}_3\text{O}_2))</td>
<td></td>
<td>-107</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2M-4(5)-NIm ((\text{C}_4\text{H}_5\text{N}_3\text{O}_2))</td>
<td></td>
<td>-107</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1M-2,4-DNIm ((\text{C}_4\text{H}_4\text{N}_4\text{O}_4))</td>
<td></td>
<td>-55.78</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
pointed out here that the upper energy levels for the O(I) (777.42 nm) and Ar(I) (772.42 nm) emission lines are not similar [86 627 cm/C0 for O(I) as compared to 107 496 cm/C0 for Ar(I)]. The H(I) emission intensity in ambient atmosphere correlated well with %H atom (r^2 = 0.85) for ablation in air but deteriorated in an argon atmosphere (r^2 = 0.72) (Fig. 3d and e). The C(I) emission intensity exhibited poor correlation with %C atom in air (r^2 = 0.51) with marginal improvement in argon (r^2 = 0.68) (Fig. 3f and g). It needs to be mentioned here that since there was no Ar(I) emission satisfying the selection criteria discussed above, normalization procedures could not be carried out for C(I) and H lines. Furthermore, we have studied the correlation between stoichiometric elemental ratios and emission intensity ratios for each sample. Fig. 4a–f illustrate the extent of correlation between O/C, O/H and N/H emission intensity ratios and the corresponding stoichiometric ratios in air and argon atmospheres. The relatively superior correlation coefficients observed for all ratios in an argon atmosphere indicate that the LIBS spectral lines faithfully reflected the changing elemental ratios. Generally an r^2 value >0.9 for a particular ratio represents a strong correlation.

4.3 Correlation between molecular emission intensities and the molecular structure

All the compounds in the imidazole series (Im, 4-NIm, 2,4-DNIm, 1M-4NIm and 1M-2,4-DNIm) exhibited a weak NH (A^3\pi_g-X^1\Sigma^-) system of (0, 0) vibrational transition emission band near 336 nm. Serrano et al.\textsuperscript{[51]} proposed, for the first time, the formation pathways of CH, NH, and OH radicals in fs laser-produced plasma of molecular solids. Their data clearly suggest the direct release of native molecular bonds as a substantial source that populates fs laser-produced plasma with NH radicals. In the present case the first three compounds have native N–H bonds whereas the methyl substituted 4-NIm and 2,4-DNIm are devoid of any native NH bonds. Further, the absence of any correlation between NH intensity and %N or %H suggests that NH may also be formed by recombination processes taking place in the plasma (ESI Fig. 5†). In the following discussion, we try to probe whether the molecular structure of these compounds has any bearing on emission intensities of C_2 (Swan) and CN (violet) molecular bands in the LIB spectrum.
4.3.1 CN emission. The strongest CN emission line at 388.32 nm is considered in this section. All the compounds in the imidazole series have native C–N and C≡N bonds, so CN emission may come from the direct emission of native CN bonds. But it is evident from Fig. 5a and b that the CN emission intensities do not seem to correlate well with the %C≡N in air and the summation of %C–N and %C=N bonds in argon for these compounds. This suggests that in addition to CN emission from native CN bonds, there may be secondary sources for CN generation such as the reaction between C2 (formed via native C≡C bonds or C2 formed by recombination in the plasma) and atmospheric N2, as well as the recombination of C with N or N2. In our LIB emission spectrum we did not observe any signature of NO owing to its short lifetime and, probably, because of interference from the CN band (421.6 nm). 52 It may be mentioned here that Delgado et al. 53 had detected NO and CHn by laser ablation mass spectroscopic methods.

4.3.2 C2 emission. Among the seven compounds studied in the imidazole series, only Im, 4-NIm, 1M-4NIm and 2M-4(5)-NIm exhibited strong signatures of C2. On the other hand, weak signatures of C2 emission were observed in 1,4-DNIm, 2,4-DNIm and 1M-2,4-DNIm. Although, Fig. 5c and d clearly demonstrate a superior correlation between the percentage (%) of carbon atoms and the strongest C2 peak intensities in air and argon atmospheres, we failed to observe any correlation between the C2 intensities and %C≡C bonds in both the atmospheres (Fig. 5e and f). This behaviour is indicative of the occurrence of two routes for the formation of C2 species as suggested by Harilal et al. 54 They observed that in the low intensity regime, C2 species were formed by the direct fragmentation of the parent molecule and dissociation of large carbon clusters with the final release of C2 dimers. In the high intensity regime, recombination processes played a predominant role in the formation of C2. In two separate studies, St-Onge et al. 55 and Portnov et al. 56
had suggested the presence of C==C and C≡C bonds as a prerequisite for the observance of C2 emission. The C2 species could be formed either by fragmentation of the aromatic ring or from reactions between the resulting hydrocarbon species present in the plasma. This was further corroborated by Lucena et al. who had observed significant C2 emission in a series of aromatic compounds but extremely weak or zero C2 intensity in RDX and PETN both of which are devoid of C≡C bonds. These studies have indicated that the ring opening and fragmentation processes are significantly affected by changes in the stability of the ring. Further, they experimentally verified this conjecture by ablating a series of substituted nitrotoluenes. The C2 emission intensity decreased substantially with the increase in the number of nitro groups. They have reported that C2 emission might be due to fragments from unsubstituted C atoms formed after ring opening. At this point we are tempted to understand the influence of type and number of substituents on C2, CN intensities and fragmentation pathways in the imidazole series.

Let us consider the series Im, 4-NIm, 2,4-DNIm, 1M-4NIm and 1M-2,4-DNIm. The C2 emission intensity decreases along this series (Fig. 6). The significantly high C2 yield in imidazole can be attributed to the presence of one unsubstituted C==C bond (this is zero for 4-NIm and 2,4-DNIm); the fragments formed from unsubstituted carbon atoms following ring opening give rise to a high C2 yield. 4-NIm and 2,4-DNIm do not possess any unsubstituted C≡C bonds, yet C2 emission band intensity in 4-NIm is substantially higher than that of 2,4-DNIm. This trend can be attributed to the difference in the number of nitro-functional groups along this series. The nitro group by way of inductive effect pulls the electrons towards it and introduces significant charge separation on the carbon atom to which it is attached. Additionally the highly electronegative atom pulls the electron pair of the multiple bond which results in withdrawal of electron density from the aromatic ring, thus giving rise to different canonical forms. Thus, resonance causes decrease of electron density in the imidazole ring. Both the resonance and inductive effect act in a synergistic fashion. The drain of electrons from the ring makes it easily susceptible to atomization. This is reflected by the low C2 intensity and large CN emission signal in 4NIm. An increase in the number of electron withdrawing nitro groups, as in 2-4-DNIm, further weakens the ring structure making it more prone to atomization i.e. a large CN signal and almost zero C2 emission. This argument is in line with results from quantum chemical studies by Su et al. They found that the increase in the number of NO2 groups on the imidazole ring reduces the stability of the molecule, which is characterized by the decrease of the weakest C–NO2 bond energy, Table 4. Bond dissociation energies (BDEs) provide valuable information in understanding the stability of nitroimidazoles. The stability of a compound depends on temperature, nature of materials, and substituent groups. The weak C2 emission band in 2,4-DNIm also suggests that C2 formation does not proceed via the recombination pathway.

![Fig. 7](image_url) The correlation between the C2 intensity versus O atom% with fs excitation in (a) air and (b) argon atmospheres.
Another interesting observation is the strong correlation between C₂ emission intensity and the oxygen atom% in both air and argon atmospheres [Fig. 7a and b]. The C₂ emission intensities decreased with increasing oxygen content. This suggests possible scavenging of C and C₂ species by oxygen which may proceed by the following mechanism:58

\[
\begin{align*}
C + O & \rightarrow CO \\
C_2 + O & \rightarrow CO + C \\
C_2 + O_2 & \rightarrow 2CO
\end{align*}
\]

Further, the effect of alkyl substitution with regard to atomization/fragmentation of the ring structure in nitro imidazoles can be understood by comparing the C₂ emission intensities in 1M-4NIm vs. 4-NIm and 1M-2,4-DNIm vs. 2,4-DNIm. The CH₃ group gives rise to a special resonance called hyper conjugation or no-bond resonance which involves the interaction of sigma electrons. This relatively weaker intra molecular charge transfer (in comparison to strong electron releasing groups like –NH₂ and –OH) does not extend π electron delocalization. Although the NO₂ group is electron withdrawing, the CH₃ group does not allow resonance, which leads to partial localization of single and double bonds. Consequently 1M-4NIm resists atomization thereby exhibiting nearly similar C₂ intensities as 4-NIm. A similar argument holds good for 1M-2,4-DNIm versus 2,4-DNIm (ESI Fig. 6†).

Further evidence of the competition between fragmentation and atomization can be seen in the LIP emission spectra of six membered aromatics like 4-nitro aniline and 4-nitro phenol. The OH group is more electron releasing than –NH₂; the charge transfer from the donating group through the π system to the accepting group gives rise to a large number of resonant structures. The relatively larger aromatic π-electron delocalization in 4NP as compared to 4NA is manifested as a higher CN/C₂ ratio (ESI Table 2†). The nature of the substituents thus plays a crucial role in favouring/restricting π electron delocalization which in turn dictates the fragmentation/atomization as well as the (C₂/CN) relative intensities.

5. Decoding the LIBS spectra in terms of performance of the energetic materials: correlating with the oxygen balance

The detonation properties of energetic materials depend on their oxygen balance which is a measure of the degree to which an explosive can be oxidized. It is calculated from the empirical

![Image of fs-LIB signal emission intensity](image_url)
formula of the compound and is defined as the ratio of the oxygen content of a compound to the total oxygen required for the complete oxidation of all carbon, hydrogen and other oxidizable elements to CO2, H2O, etc. Lothrop and Handrick59 provided the procedure for calculating the oxygen balance of a nitro compound with molecular formula CnH2nN2O2d. The oxygen balance (Ω) of a nitro compound with molecular formula CnH2nN2O2d as defined by Lothrop and Handrick59 is expressed as:

\[ \Omega = (d - 2a - b/2) 1600/M \]  

where M is the relative molecular mass of the energetic material.

The molecule is said to have zero oxygen balance if it contains just enough oxygen to convert all the carbon to carbon dioxide, hydrogen to water, and all of its metal to metal oxide; in this case the heat of explosion will be maximum. The oxygen balance will be positive if it contains more oxygen than is needed and a negative if it contains less oxygen than is required. Energetic materials are classified as either oxygen deficient or oxygen rich. Most energetic materials are oxygen deficient. The oxygen balance calculated for the imidazole series of compounds studied here is listed in Table 2. In our recent work on nitropyrazoles, we reported a correlation between LIBS data of nitropyrazoles in an argon atmosphere with oxygen balance (OB).32 In the present study, the correlation between the LIB signal intensity of atomic and molecular species with oxygen balance has been explored for fs excitations in imidazole series of compounds in argon and air atmospheres.

Fig. 8a and b depict the variation in the signal intensity of CN (388.32 nm), C2 (516.52 nm) and C (247.86 nm) emissions with OB using fs excitations in air and argon atmospheres, respectively. The CN violet band, C2 Swan band and C atomic emission intensities decreased with increasing OB. As the number of nitro groups increases along the series of Im, 4-NIm, and 2,4-DNIm, the oxygen balance tends to −30. The concomitant rise in atomisation/fragmentation and the CN/C2 ratio in both air and argon atmospheres is clearly seen in the plot of CN/C2 versus OB (Fig. 8c and d). As the OB tends to zero, atomization becomes the dominant pathway in the laser produced plasma. Therefore, the atomisation/fragmentation ratios could serve as a performance metric for high energy materials (ESI Fig. 7†). The CN/C2 ratio was lower in an argon atmosphere than that in air with ns excitation due to the C2 formed by the partial fragmentation of the parent molecule and there is no nitrogen influence on the molecule from the atmospheres (ESI Fig. 8†).

Serrano et al.8 presented a diagnostic tool for inferring the predominance of atomization or fragmentation reactions in the plasma, which was the ratio of CN/C2.

6. Temporal studies of molecular emissions (CN, C2) and the C atomic line in air and argon atmospheres with fs and ns pulses

To gain a deeper insight into possible reaction mechanisms for CN and C2 formation, time-resolved LIBS (TRELIBS) studies were carried out using both fs and ns laser pulses. TRELIBS...
spectra have been recorded for Im, 1,4-DNIm and 2M-4(5)-NIm with fs excitation and Im, 4-NIm, 1,4-DNIm and 1M-4NIm with ns excitation. The molecular bands CN (Δν = 0) at 388.32 nm, C2 (Δν = 0) at 516.52 nm and atomic emission carbon remain clearly observed up to 590 ns from the starting gate delay with fs excitation. The atomic emission line H of hydrogen remained significant up to 390 ns. In the case of ns excitation the molecular bands of CN (Δν = 0) at 388.32 nm and C2 (Δν = 0) bands at 516.52 nm, and atomic emissions of C and H were observed for longer delays. In the ns excitation case (argon) the intensity of the continuum reduced significantly for longer delays. In the ns excitation case (argon) the intensity of the continuum reduced significantly at about 1500 ns (see data presented in ESI Fig. 9†). Fig. 9 presents the temporal evolution data of molecular bands CN (388.32 nm), C2 (516.52 nm) and C (247.86 nm) with fs and ns excitation in an argon atmosphere. The time resolved decays of molecular bands CN, C2 and atomic emission C were fitted using a single exponential function. The decay constants were calculated for CN, C2 bands and C line using exponential decay fits to the experimental using the equation

\[ y = A_1 \times \exp(-x/t_1) + y_0 \]  

The fitted decay rates of CN, C2 and C are summarized in Table 3 (and also in ESI Table 3 and Fig. 10–12†).

Aguilera et al.60 had shown that argon is efficiently heated by inverse Bremsstrahlung, and, therefore, the plasma created in argon has higher electron temperatures and electron densities thus justifying the higher emission intensities observed. It needs to be pointed out here that the decay times obtained for these species in air and argon atmospheres using ns excitation do not exhibit a clear trend. The multiple generation pathways arising out of atmospheric interference hinders the interpretation of time resolved data recorded in air. The data recorded in an argon atmosphere is devoid of such interference and can be used to gain insight into the reaction mechanisms. The persistence (decay times) for CN emission from fs excitation is relatively larger in an argon atmosphere. The higher plasma temperature and electron density may aid the generation of CN by recombination processes. The longest decay times for C2 species in an argon atmosphere were observed for imidazole (431 ns) which is devoid of oxygen. The decay times for other compounds considered here decreased with increasing oxygen content. This observation seems to be consistent with the mechanism cited in eqn (2)–(4). Further investigations are warranted to confirm this. A very recent review article by Labutin et al.61 vindicates the usage and unique possibilities of fs pulses for LIBS studies. This article clearly outlines the various advantages of fs pulses for LIBS studies and we hope that these can be extended to studies of explosive molecules thereby enabling technologies for stand-off detection.

7. Conclusions

We have used fs and ns pulses to record the LIB spectra of seven energetic molecules (nitroimidazoles) in air and argon atmospheres. We have investigated the behaviour of molecular (CN, C2 and NH) and atomic (C, H, N and O) emissions in air and argon atmospheres. The comparison of fs and ns LIB spectra in air and argon established the signature of the sample constituents in the plasma region. We observed a strong signature corresponding to molecular species in fs excitation and atomic species in ns excitation. CN emission was dominant for ablation carried out in air, whereas in C2 emission features were prominent in the LIB spectra recorded in an argon atmosphere. The usage of normalised intensities led to a significant improvement in the correlation between atomic emission intensities and the corresponding stoichiometric values. A good correlation coefficient seen for all ratios in an argon atmosphere indicates that the LIBS spectral lines faithfully reflect the changing elemental ratios. Time resolved data have given valuable insight into possible reaction mechanisms of various molecular species. The molecular emission intensities in the LIB spectra of these compounds exhibited a strong dependence on the number and position of substituents, particularly the nitro group. Both the resonance and inductive effect due to the nitro group drain out the electrons from the ring thereby making it easily susceptible to atomization. This led to a reduction in C2 intensity and an increment in CN intensity with increase in the number of electron withdrawing nitro groups. Further, we observed a strong correlation between C2 emission intensity and the % of oxygen atoms in the molecule; the C2 emission intensity decreased with increase in the oxygen content. Our detailed studies and analyses clearly suggest that the atomization/fragmentation ratio could serve as a performance metric for discriminating high energy materials.
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